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This article examines how breaking a Lorentz-invariant description of nature at tiny space-time intervals
would affect the non-Gaussian character of the pattern of primordial perturbations left by inflation. We specifi-
cally study a set of irrelevant operators that preserve the spatial symmetries of the usual inflationary background.
The non-Gaussian component in the primordial fluctuations can be much larger than the usual, small, inflation-
ary prediction and can thus lead to much stronger constraints on the role of “trans-Planckian” physics in inflation
than those from the measurements of the primordial power spectrum.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The idea of inflation [1]—that the universe underwent a
burst of extreme expansion during its infancy—leads to sev-
eral clear predictions about how it should appear to us today.
One of the most appealing of these predictions is that the uni-
verse inevitably must have had some spatial variability. While
the observed relics of the earlier universe show that it was a
far more uniform, homogeneous place in its youth than it is
today, they also show that it does appear to have always con-
tained at least some small spatial fluctuations from the earliest
times.
In observing our universe, what we can see directly is the
variation in how some particular material is distributed, such
as the variations in the density or temperature of the plasma
that produced the cosmic microwave background radiation [2]
or in how clusters of galaxies are distributed over vast regions
of space [3]. From these measurements, we try to infer the
pattern of the yet more primitive primordial perturbations,
the primeval fluctuations in the space-time background itself.
Inflation gives a simple picture for generating these primor-
dial perturbations, and the predicted pattern so far agrees with
what is inferred from what we see [4].
In this picture, these fluctuations arise through a purely
quantum process. A new field is typically introduced that is
responsible for the period of inflation. Both this field and the
space-time metric are then treated as a classical, spatially uni-
form part plus a small quantum mechanical piece. By itself,
introducing a quantum piece would not be enough to produce
the observed pattern of fluctuations. For example, in a uni-
verse that expands at a decelerating rate, the size of the region
we can observe grows faster than the range of causal pro-
cesses. However, inflation reverses this ordering by propos-
ing that for a time the universe expanded at an accelerat-
ing rate. Information—in this case, the pattern of the quan-
tum fluctuations—is stretched until it lies beyond the reach of
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any subsequent causal process for as long as the accelerating
expansion continues. By the end of inflation, the size of a
causally connected region of the universe can then be much
larger than the tiny part of it that can be seen by a single ob-
server.
Despite the attractiveness of this idea, it still has many deep
problems, which occur fairly independently of how it is im-
plemented [5]. For example, many of the parameters in any
particular model of inflation must be chosen extremely care-
fully to produce enough inflation; and the identity of the field
responsible for inflation, and its role in a fuller physical pic-
ture of nature, is unknown. But perhaps the most intriguing
question is how inflation eludes its trans-Planckian problem.
Inflation relies on having both quantum fluctuations of
gravity and an expanding background. At low energies, and in
flat space, there is a good reason for why what occurs at tiny
scales, such as the scale at which the interactions of quantum
gravity should become strong (called the Planck scale), ought
to have little effect on what happens at much larger distances.
In an expanding background, however, this clean separation
of scales no longer holds. If we simply wait long enough, a
quantum fluctuation the size of a Planck length or smaller will
be stretched to an enormous size and frozen into the back-
ground, until much later when it comes to influence some ob-
servable feature of our universe. This question of whether
and the extent to which the details of nature at such extremely
small scales actually influence any observable feature of our
universe corresponds to the trans-Planckian problem of infla-
tion [5].
This problem has so far not been fully solved1. What is usu-
ally done is to derive the signal from the trans-Planckian fea-
tures of a particular scenario [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
This approach must make an assumption about the structure
1 In speaking of the trans-Planckian problem, we mean the form in which it
was originally described by Brandenberger [5], and not what should be
the characteristic size of the “trans-Planckian” (or more accurately, the
“trans-Hubble”) corrections in a particular scenario: that is, a choice for
the Largrangian and the quantum state for the fluctuations.
2of nature—most especially, the structure of the quantum state
of the fluctuations down to arbitrarily small scales. In any
of these scenarios, it is then possible to describe how large,
and in what form, the effects of these trans-Planckian details
would be in a cosmological measurement. But this technique
does not quite answer the question of whether the universe can
only be in particular states during inflation or whether some
deeper principle is at work that hides any such trans-Planckian
information.
The detailed pattern of the primordial perturbations could
be complicated in principle; but in the standard inflationary
picture, this pattern should be quite simple. The full pat-
tern is often described in terms of n-point correlation func-
tions, which tell the extent to which the fluctuations in n dif-
ferent places happen to be related to each other. Since this
means simultaneously comparing n separate fluctuations, each
of which is itself small, only the first few of these functions are
ever likely to be measurable.
So far only the two-point function has been observed, but
a crucial test for inflation will be the form of the three-point
function. This is because inflation predicts a highly Gaus-
sian pattern. In a perfectly Gaussian pattern, all even-point
functions can be written in terms of the two-point function
and all odd-point functions vanish. Even though the three-
point function is not expected exactly to vanish in a realistic
inflationary model, it is still suppressed, even beyond what
would have been expected from the inherent smallness of the
fluctuations [16, 17]. Therefore, measuring the smaller three-
point function is often a promising place to look for signals of
something outside the standard inflationary picture since they
would stand out all the more prominently [18].
This article examines the contributions from a particular set
of trans-Planckian effects to the three-point function of the
primordial perturbations. The scenario that we shall be con-
sidering is one where the symmetry between the spatial and
the time directions is explicitly broken [14]. To keep the anal-
ysis otherwise as general as possible, we shall describe this
breaking by using an effective theory language, rather than
by implementing it through a specific model. This approach
can thus be applied to a range of models—for example, one
with an excited field that interacts with the quantum fluctu-
ations of the background, or a model that breaks the usual
flat-space symmetries through quantum gravitational effects,
among other possibilities. The approach also reproduces some
of the detailed signals that occur when we modify the quantum
state of the fluctuations—rather than how they evolve over
time—but in a more familiar language and setting [15].
We shall find in the course of this work that the observa-
tional constraints on the three-point function for the primor-
dial perturbations provide much better limits on the possi-
bilities for certain trans-Planckian effects—at least for those
breaking some of the space-time symmetries as discussed
here. Before reaching this point, we first shall review how
inflation produces the primordial fluctuations and also define
exactly what we mean by the trans-Planckian problem. Once
this review is done, we shall introduce an effective descrip-
tion for the symmetry-breaking and evaluate the three-point
function for this theory.
II. THE TRANS-PLANCKIAN PROBLEM REVIEWED
The trans-Planckian problem is more or less inherent in any
inflationary universe that has just a bit more than the mini-
mal amount of inflation necessary to address the horizon prob-
lem.2 We shall illustrate it here for the simplest inflationary
model, where there is only one scalar field φ called the in-
flaton directly participating in the inflation. If this field has
a potential V (φ), then the action determining the inflationary
dynamics is
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
{
1
2 M
2
pl R+ 12 g
µν∂µφ∂ν φ −V (φ)
}
, (2.1)
where the (reduced) Planck mass Mpl is defined in terms of
Newton’s constant G through
Mpl =
1√
8piG
. (2.2)
The background that is typically assumed for inflation,
based upon the observed properties of the early universe, is
one with almost no spatial variation at any particular time.
Neglecting this variation, a suitable definition of the time co-
ordinate, η , allows this background to be described by the
metric
ds2 = a2(η)ηµν dxµdxν = a2(η)
[
dη2− d~x ·d~x]. (2.3)
Of course, this background by itself cannot completely de-
scribe the universe, even at early times, since the universe is
never perfectly featureless. In the inflationary picture, spa-
tial variations are hypothesized to have arisen from random
quantum fluctuations of both the inflaton φ and the metric gµν
about spatially invariant values,
φ(η ,~x) = φ0(η)+ δφ(η ,~x)
gµν(η ,~x) = a2(η)ηµν + δgµν(η ,~x). (2.4)
Here, φ0(η) and a2(η)ηµν are essentially classical, while
both δφ and δgµν are the quantum fluctuations. Notice al-
ready that since inflation depends on the quantum fluctuations
of the metric—essentially quantum gravity—it remains pre-
dictive3 only so long as the characteristic size of a fluctuation
is large compared to the Planck length, 1/Mpl.
The metric fluctuation, δgµν , would appear to contain ten
independent functions. Since the background, as well as the
operators that we shall consider later, preserve the spatial sym-
metries, we can characterize these ten by how they transform
with respect to this unbroken spatial symmetry. Four of them
transform as scalar fields, four as the components of three-
vectors, and the last two as the components of a two-index
2 the number of extra “e-folds” of inflation needed being the natural loga-
rithm of the ratio between the Planck mass and the inflationary expansion
rate
3 since otherwise we ought to have included higher order curvature terms
in the action. At Planckian scales, all such terms can become equally
important—at least in principle.
3tensor, or gravity waves. Only the scalar fluctuations have
been observed thus far, so we shall concentrate solely on them
here. Of the four scalar fields, a few are redundant, being as-
sociated with a particular choice of the coordinates, so they
carry no independent physical information. As a result, we
can write a general set of scalar fluctuations of the metric in
the following form,
δgµν(η ,~x)dxµdxν
= 2a2(η)
{(
Φ− a−1[a(B−E ′)]′)dη2− ∂iBdηdxi
+
(
(Ψ+ aH(B−E ′))δi j − ∂i∂ jE
)
dxidx j
}
. (2.5)
In this equation, a prime represents a derivative with respect
to the conformal time η , and H is the natural dynamical scale
given by the expansion rate of the universe,
H =
a′
a2
. (2.6)
The fields E(η ,~x) and B(η ,~x) have no physical effect, at least
when the action is expanded to second order in the fluctua-
tions, and so we are left with just Ψ(η ,~x) and Φ(η ,~x). These
fields were originally introduced by Bardeen [19]. The reason
for the multiple appearances of B−E ′ in δgµν is that in this
form the fields Ψ and Φ remains unaltered even if we redefine
our coordinates by a small amount. Similarly, we can define
the quantum part of the inflaton,
δφ = δϕ−φ ′0(B−E ′), (2.7)
so that δϕ(η ,~x) is also unchanged for a tiny coordinate trans-
formation.
We shall describe the evolution of this quantum field the-
ory in the interaction picture. There, the evolution of opera-
tors, such as a product of these fields, is given by the free, or
quadratic, part of the Lagrangian, while the evolution of the
states in which they are evaluated is determined by the inter-
acting part. Obtaining even just the free part of the action in
terms of δϕ , Ψ, Φ, E , and B requires a rather long calculation
[20], so we only mention the final result here.
In the course of this calculation, we encounter one con-
straint among the physical fields,
aHΦ+Ψ′ = 4piGφ ′0δϕ , (2.8)
which, when imposed, allows us to write the dynamical part
of the action in terms of but a single linear combination of the
fields,
ϕ = δϕ + φ
′
0
aH
Ψ (2.9)
as
S0[ϕ ] =
∫
d4xa2
{
1
2 η
µν∂νϕ∂ν ϕ− 12 a2m2ϕ2
}
. (2.10)
There are also many further terms for the other fields, but they
are all total derivatives. The effective mass m of the field ϕ is
not constant. It is partially determined by the second deriva-
tive of the potential, as might be expected, but it also receives
contributions from the background as well,
m2 =
δ 2V
δφ20
+
4
a
H ′+
2
a2
H ′′
H
− 2
a2
H ′2
H2
. (2.11)
We can now use this free action to solve for how the field
evolves. We first expand the field in terms of its individual
eigenmodes, ϕk(η),
ϕ(η ,~x) =
∫ d3~k
(2pi)3
{
ϕk(η)ei
~k·~xa~k +ϕ
∗
k (η)e−i
~k·~xa†~k
}
. (2.12)
From the quadratic action, these modes satisfy the second-
order equation
ϕ ′′k + 2aH ϕ ′k +
(
k2 + a2m2
)
ϕk = 0. (2.13)
To go any further, at least analytically, we need to make
some additional assumptions about how the universe evolves.
The classical part of the inflaton, φ0(η), is meant to produce
the stage of accelerated expansion. For a scalar field, this oc-
curs when the kinetic energy is smaller than the potential en-
ergy; moreover, this phase must last long enough to produce
a sufficient amount of expansion to circumvent the horizon
problem. If we introduce some dimensionless parameters,
ε ≡− H
′
aH2
, δ + 1≡ 1
aH
φ ′′0
φ ′0
, ξ ≡ ε
′+ δ ′
aH
, (2.14)
then these requirements on how the classical parts of the field
and the background evolve are
ε ≪ 1, δ ≪ 1, (2.15)
and
ξ ,ε ′,δ ′ ∼ O(ε2,δ 2,εδ). (2.16)
Without any approximations, the effective mass of the field
in terms of these parameters is
m2 =−H2[(3+ δ )(ε + δ )+ ξ ]; (2.17)
but in the limit where we neglect higher order corrections in
these parameters, we can more simply use
m2 ≈−3H2(ε + δ ), aH ≈−1+ εη , (2.18)
treating ε and δ as more or less constant. The differential
equation for the modes then becomes a Bessel equation,
ϕ ′′k −
2(1+ ε)
η ϕ
′
k +
[
k2− 3(ε + δ )η2
]
ϕk ≈ 0. (2.19)
Being a second-order equation, its solution has two free con-
stants of integration. One of these, the normalization of the
field, is fixed by the equal-time commutation relation between
the field and its momentum,[
ϕ(η ,~x),pi(η ,~y)
]
= iδ 3(~x−~y), pi = a2ϕ ′, (2.20)
4which becomes
a2
[
ϕkϕ ′∗k −ϕ∗k ϕ ′k
]
= i. (2.21)
So far, the trans-Planckian problem has not appeared at
all—at rather, it has not appeared explicitly. To determine the
time-evolution of the field fully requires one further condition.
What is usually done is to choose the state which matches
with the Minkowski vacuum at short distances [21]; this con-
dition, plus the normalization constraint, determines the com-
plete form of the modes,
ϕk(η) =− i
√
pi
2
H(−η)3/2
1+ ε
H(1)ν (−kη), (2.22)
and consequently the time-evolution of the field. Here
H(1)ν (−kη) is a Hankel function whose index, to leading order
in the slowly rolling parameters, is
ν =
3
2
+ 2ε + δ . (2.23)
The only trouble in this reasoning, the last condition espe-
cially, is that the dramatic expansion that occurs during infla-
tion can easily stretch fluctuations whose characteristic scale
is the size of a Planck length—or even smaller—to a size
that has an observable effect on the universe at large scales.
Our whole derivation has been based on a simple form for the
gravitational action,
∫
d4x
√−gR, where higher order terms—
powers of the Riemann, Ricci or scalar curvature tensors—are
suppressed by an appropriate number of powers of the Planck
length, 1/Mpl. However, when the physical wave number of
the mode, k/a(η), is itself of the order of the Planck scale,
k/a∼Mpl, then it is no longer consistent to neglect such terms
and we can no longer trust the starting point that is used to de-
rive any inflationary prediction. At such scales, it is not even
immediately obvious that space-time can be treated as a clas-
sical, flat geometry.
We can state this “trans-Planckian” problem a little more
precisely by determining which wave numbers k are both safe
and relevant. By relevant, we mean a mode that was inside
the horizon at some point during inflation—otherwise infla-
tion would not allow a causal explanation for these modes.
Therefore, let us define a minimally early η0 to be the time
when a mode kmin, just reentering the horizon today,4 was just
leaving the horizon during inflation,
kmin
a(η0)
= H(η0). (2.24)
In a slowly rolling universe, aH ≈−(1+ ε)/η , so this condi-
tion gives
− kminη0 = 1+ ε ∼ 1. (2.25)
4 Or, if the universe is indeed accelerating again, it would be the last mode
to have entered the horizon before the recent acceleration began.
Conversely, a safe mode is one whose variation is larger than
the Planck length—otherwise our perturbative description of
quantum gravity in not applicable. We can similarly define a
maximal wave number k⋆ to have a physical wavelength equal
to a Planck length at η0,
k⋆
a(η0)
= Mpl. (2.26)
Replacing η0 with kmin we find that
k⋆ ≈
Mpl
H0
kmin, (2.27)
where we have written H0 ≡ H(η0) and have neglected cor-
rections suppressed by ε . Thus, without an assumption about
the theory in the “trans-Planckian” regime, we can only safely
apply inflationary predictions for wave numbers between the
range
kmin < k <
Mpl
H0
kmin, (2.28)
that is, log(Mpl/H0) orders of magnitude. Note that in this
context, we are calling even choosing the state that matches
the flat-space vacuum at short distances an “assumption,”
thought it is perhaps a fairly conservative one.
This range is in fact the largest for which a perturbative de-
scription of the quantum fluctuations is generally applicable.
In almost any inflationary model it is bound to be narrower, or
even nonexistent. The “initial” time, η0, that we introduced
will not typically be the actual beginning of inflation. Here, it
was merely chosen as the latest time possible if inflation is to
provide a causal explanation of the fluctuations whose effects
are being observed today.
To see the problem a little more clearly, suppose that in-
flation began at some time ηbegin < η0. Then, since even
more expansion occurred for the physically relevant modes,
the trans-Planckian threshold will be lowered so that the al-
lowed range will also be diminished,
kmin < k <
(
Mpl
H0
η0
ηbegin
)
kmin. (2.29)
In our coordinates, conformal times are always negative, so
η0/ηbegin < 1. If we extend sufficiently far back, when
ηbegin ∼ (Mpl/H0)η0, then every mode whose influence we
are witnessing in the universe today would have been at one
time smaller that the Planck length.
To avoid this problem, we shall not consider any conformal
times before η0, or equivalently, wavenumbers whose value is
above k⋆. Our treatment of the fluctuations will thus be only
an effective one. We shall assume that the field is in the state
whose modes have the standard form
ϕk(η) =− i
√
pi
2
H(−η)3/2
1+ ε
H(1)ν (−kη), (2.30)
at least within the range k⋆(H0/Mpl)< k < k⋆, though we shall
not be able to say how the universe found itself in this state in
5the first place. In exchange, we can reliably treat the theory
perturbatively, calculating the signals of any new effects con-
sistently. Here we shall examine the corrections to the three-
point correlation function of the field ϕ that occur when some
of the space-time symmetries are explicitly broken at short
distances. Before introducing these effects, we shall first de-
scribe in a little more detail how we determine the full time-
evolution of this theory.
III. TIME-EVOLUTION
As we mentioned briefly, we shall be treating the time-
evolution of the theory using the interaction picture. In this
picture, we divide the action or Lagrangian into its free and
interacting parts. The free part corresponds to the set of terms
that are quadratic in the field and have a mass dimension of
four or less, while the interacting part contains everything
else,
S[ϕ ] = S0[ϕ ]+
∫
dη a4(η)
∫
d3~xLI[ϕ(η ,~x)]. (3.1)
We have just seen how the free part S0[ϕ ] determines the evo-
lution of the field. The interacting part correspondingly deter-
mines how states evolve.
Let us denote our choice for the initial state, implicitly de-
fined by our choice of the modes ϕk(η), by
|0〉 ≡ |0(η0)〉. (3.2)
If we rewrite the Lagrangian as an interaction Hamiltonian,
HI(η) =−a4(η)
∫
d3~xLI[ϕ(η ,~x)], (3.3)
then the time evolution of this or any other state is found by
applying Dyson’s equation,
|0(η)〉= Te−i
∫ η
η0 dη
′HI (η ′)|0〉. (3.4)
The quantum fluctuations generated by inflation are meant
to provide the initial set of perturbations in the space-time for
the more conventional stages of the universe, which come long
after inflation has ended and the evolution is governed entirely
by the matter and radiation in the universe, without any more
exotic ingredients. Since the pattern of these perturbations
can be quite complex, it is usually described by saying how
the perturbations in different places are correlated with each
other. Each of these correlation functions, or n-point func-
tions, contains only a part of the total information contained
in the full pattern. So from each correlation in the density
perturbations that we observe, we can correspondingly infer a
correlation function of the original fluctuations produced dur-
ing inflation,
〈0(η)|ϕ(η ,~x1) · · ·ϕ(η ,~xn)|0(η)〉. (3.5)
Since the perturbations at any one place ϕ(η ,~x) are small,
looking at the fluctuations in several places at once, as in a
higher n-point function, becomes progressively more difficult
to measure in practice. So far only the two-point function
has been measured, but, depending upon its actual size, ex-
perimental precisions might soon be sufficiently good to see
three-point function as well.
For a Gaussian pattern of random fluctuations, the entire
pattern is completely determined by the two-point function:
odd-point functions vanish and even-point functions can be
expressed as a series of products of two-point functions. In the
interaction picture, any non-Gaussian features in the pattern
of the fluctuations must necessarily come entirely from the
evolution of the state. Thus, in the example of a three-point
function, the expectation value of three fields vanishes in the
initial state,
〈0|ϕ(η ,~x)ϕ(η ,~y)ϕ(η ,~z)|0〉= 0, (3.6)
so the leading terms come from extracting one factor of the
interaction Hamiltonian in Dyson’s equation,5
〈0(η)|ϕ(η ,~x)ϕ(η ,~y)ϕ(η ,~z)|0(η)〉
= i
∫ η
η0
dη ′ 〈0|[HI(η ′),ϕ(η ,~x)ϕ(η ,~y)ϕ(η ,~z)]|0〉+ · · · .
(3.7)
The largest effect is accordingly produced by the cubic terms
in the field ϕ .
Cubic terms are already present in the standard inflation-
ary picture, and they can be found by expanding the original
action for gravity and the inflaton to third order in the per-
turbations δgµν(η ,~x) and δϕ(η ,~x). These terms and their
contribution to the three-point function have been calculated
elsewhere [16, 17], so here we only mention the natural size
of their role in three-point function in the slowly rolling limit
of inflation so that we can compare whether the symmetry-
breaking effects that we shall introduce in the next section are
larger or smaller than those already present in the usual de-
scription of inflation.
Before doing so, we should first convert from the field ϕ ,
which was defined to have the canonical normalization for
its kinetic term—appropriate for treating the fluctuations as
a quantum field theory—back to a normalization appropriate
for cosmological applications. Since the basic purpose of in-
flation is to generate a set of random fluctuations in the curva-
ture of the background, we shall instead use a field ζ defined
by rescaling ϕ as follows,
ζ = aHφ ′0
ϕ = Ψ+ aHφ ′0
δϕ . (3.8)
The fact that ζ = Ψ+ · · · means that this field behaves like
the three-dimensional curvature along a constant-time, spatial
5 In this article we shall implicitly be using the Schwinger-Keldysh [22] for-
malism to find the time-evolution of the matrix elements, which is also
described in [15] in the form that we shall be applying it. However, the
notation in the following equation might be more familiar [23], and at this
order there are no ambiguities [24] in how to evolve a matrix element.
6surface, especially once a particular mode has been stretched
well outside the horizon, k/a ≪ H. The rescaling factor
aH/φ ′0 can be expressed in a slightly more useful form by ap-
plying the following relation derived from the ηη component
of the background Einstein equation and rewritten in terms of
the slow-roll parameter ε ,
( φ ′0
aH
)2
=
ε
4piG
=
1
2
M2plε. (3.9)
Substituting in the expression for ζ into the quadratic action
for ϕ yields,
S0[ζ ] =
∫
d4xa2
( 1
2 M
2
plε
){ 1
2 η
µν ∂µζ∂ν ζ}, (3.10)
which shows even more clearly that the field ζ only remains
dynamical as long as the de Sitter symmetry is broken, ε 6= 0.
We can make a standard, though extremely crude, estimate
for the size of the three-point function. Our purpose with this
estimate is not to evaluate the three-point function accurately,
but rather is to have a rough idea of the size of the standard
non-Gaussianities to compare with those that we shall inves-
tigate in the next section. To do so, we shall treat ζ as though
it consisted of an entirely Gaussian part ζ (g) plus a small non-
Gaussian piece scaling as fnlζ (g)2,
ζ ≈ ζ (g)+ fnl(ζ (g))2. (3.11)
The theory is scale invariant in the de Sitter limit, so we shall
assume that fnl is of the same order as the slow-roll param-
eters, fnl ∼ ε,δ , since fnl is associated with the breaking of
the scale-invariance.6 The modes ζ (g)k (η) for this field can be
obtained by taking the de Sitter limit (ε,δ → 0) of our expres-
sion ϕk(η) at the end of the last section, and then rescaling in
the way just described,
ζ (g)k (η) =
i√
ε
H
Mpl
i− kη
k3/2
e−ikη . (3.12)
The small quadratic piece in the field means that a tree-
level evaluation—one ignoring the time-evolution of the state,
|0(η)〉—now has a nonvanishing value,
〈0|ζ (η ,~x)ζ (η ,~y)ζ (η ,~y)|0〉
≈ fnl 〈0|ζ (g)(η ,~x)ζ (g)g (η ,~x)ζ (g)g (η ,~y)ζ (g)g (η ,~z)|0〉
+ fnl 〈0|ζ (g)(η ,~x)ζ (g)g (η ,~y)ζ (g)g (η ,~y)ζ (g)g (η ,~z)|0〉
+ fnl 〈0|ζ (g)(η ,~x)ζ (g)g (η ,~y)ζ (g)g (η ,~z)ζ (g)g (η ,~z)|0〉
+ · · · . (3.13)
Evaluating this expression for the modes that have been
stretched well outside the horizon (η → 0 compared with any
6 A more careful treatment shows that this is the case [17].
of the relevant wavenumbers), yields
〈0|ζ (η ,~x)ζ (η ,~y)ζ (η ,~y)|0〉
≈ 2 f
ε2
H4
M4pl
∫ d3~k1
(2pi)3
d3~k2
(2pi)3
d3~k3
(2pi)3
ei
~k1·~xei~k2·~yei~k3·~z
(2pi)3δ 3(~k1 +~k2 +~k3)
k31 + k32 + k33
k31k32k33
+
f
ε2
H4
M4pl
∫ d3~k1
(2pi)3
d3~k2
(2pi)3
1
k31k32{
ei
~k1·(~x−~y)+ ei~k1·(~y−~z)+ ei~k1·(~z−~x)
}
+ · · · (3.14)
The detailed dependence of the integrands on the wavenum-
bers is certainly not to be trusted; however, the dependence
on the fixed parameters of the model—H, Mpl, ε—should be
more or less correct. What we have learned then is that the
typical size for the three-point function is
〈0(η)|ζ (η ,~x)ζ (η ,~y)ζ (η ,~y)|0(η)〉 ∼ 1
ε
H4
M4pl
, (3.15)
where for simplicity we have approximated f ∼ ε . It is im-
portant later to remember this scaling; any new effects smaller
than this size would be unobservable, compared those that are
already expected to be present in most inflationary models.
IV. THE THREE-POINT FUNCTION
We shall now consider how a particular set of new effects,
generated at very short distances, would appear in the three-
point function of the primordial perturbations. To have a fairly
general picture and yet one that is at the same time still com-
patible with the usual background assumed for inflation, we
shall examine operators that break the symmetry between the
time and the space dimensions while still keeping the invari-
ance under spatial rotations and translations. We shall assume
that such symmetry-breaking operators are generated by some
new physical property of nature with an associated energy
scale M, which is larger than the inflationary scale H but not
necessarily equal to the Planck scale.
The leading irrelevant operators that directly affect the
three-point function are the cubic ones in the field ϕ ,
LI =
1
6
d1
M
H2ϕ3− 1
2
d2
a2M
ϕ2~∇ ·~∇ϕ + · · · . (4.1)
Here the operators have been written in a form appropriate
for the conformally flat background. We could also have
expressed them in a more general form, applicable to any
background, by introducing a time-like unit vector, nµ , with
nλ nλ = 1. The surfaces orthogonal to this vector have a natu-
rally induced three-dimensional metric given by
hµν = gµν − nµnν , (4.2)
7and the curvature Kµν associated with how these surfaces are
embedded in the larger space,
Kµν = h λµ ∇λ nν , (4.3)
is called the extrinsic curvature. For our conformally flat
background, we have
nµ dxµ = adη
hµν dxµdxν = −a2 d~x ·d~x
Kµν dxµdxν = −a2H d~x ·d~x. (4.4)
In terms of these tensors, we can express our interaction La-
grangian in a slightly more general form,
LI =
1
54
d1
M
K2ϕ3 + 1
2
d2
M
ϕ2
[
hµν∇µ∇ν −Knλ ∇λ
]
ϕ + · · · ,
(4.5)
where K = gµνKµν .
Returning to the conformally flat frame, the interaction
Hamiltonian for these operators is then
HI(η) =− 1M
∫
d3~x
{1
6 d1a
4H2ϕ3− 1
2
d2a2ϕ2~∇ ·~∇ϕ
}
.
(4.6)
The leading order contribution to the three-point function of
the field ϕ(η ,~x) comes entirely from the evolution of the state,
which is
〈0(η)|ϕ(η ,~x)ϕ(η ,~y)ϕ(η ,~z)|0(η)〉
=
∫ d3~k1
(2pi)3
d3~k2
(2pi)3
d3~k3
(2pi)3
ei
~k1·~xei~k2·~yei~k3·~z(2pi)3δ 3(~k1 +~k2 +~k3)
1
MH2
∫ η
η0
dη ′
{
d1
η ′4 +
d2
η ′2 (k
2
1 + k22 + k23)
}
i
{
ϕk1(η)ϕk2(η)ϕk3(η)ϕ∗k1(η
′)ϕ∗k2(η
′)ϕ∗k3(η
′)
−ϕ∗k1(η)ϕ∗k2(η)ϕ∗k3(η)ϕk1(η ′)ϕk2(η ′)ϕk3(η ′)
}
+ · · · . (4.7)
Since these effects only have a significance when they are at
least as large as those already present in the usual inflation-
ary picture, it is only necessary to keep the leading terms in
the slowly rolling limit. Thus we can set ε = δ = 0 in the
general expression for the mode functions ϕk(η); the index of
the Hankel functions then becomes ν = 32 . For that value, the
expression for the mode functions simplifies considerably,
ϕk(η)≈
H√
2k3
(i− kη)e−ikη +O(ε,δ ). (4.8)
This form is the familiar one for a de Sitter background.
Even with this simplification, the integrals associated with
the time-evolution from the “initial” time η0 to η will be quite
lengthy. Fortunately, the physical setting that we are consid-
ering has several simplifying limits inherent to it. The modes
that are relevant for cosmological observations will always
have been stretched well outside the horizon by the end of
inflation. In terms of the wavenumbers, this limit corresponds
to sending
− kiη → 0 i = 1,2,3. (4.9)
At the opposite extreme, the relevant wavenumbers are those
lying within the interval,
1≤−kiη0 ≤ MH0 i = 1,2,3, (4.10)
except that here we have replaced the trans-Planckian thresh-
old that appeared in our first encounter with this expression
with the scale M for whatever phenomena breaks the symme-
tries; most conservatively, M = Mpl, but it could be smaller.
So in general, −kiη0 can be large and −kiη will always
be small. Applying both of these limits to the leading-order
expression for the three-point function above, and using the
de Sitter form for the modes, ϕk, we have
〈0(η)|ϕ(η ,~x)ϕ(η ,~y)ϕ(η ,~z)|0(η)〉 =
∫ d3~k1
(2pi)3
d3~k2
(2pi)3
d3~k3
(2pi)3
ei
~k1·~xei~k2·~yei~k3·~z(2pi)3δ 3(~k1 +~k2 +~k3)
k31 + k32 + k33
k31k32k33
H4
M
{
d1
12
{ (k1 + k2 + k3)(k21 + k22 + k23)− k1k2k3
k31 + k32 + k33
− ln
∣∣(k1 + k2 + k3)η∣∣− γ
}
+
d2
4
k1k2k3(k21 + k22 + k23)
(k1 + k2 + k3)(k31 + k32 + k33)
η0 sin
[
(k1 + k2 + k3)η0
]
+O
(
(kiη0)−1
)
+O
(
(kiη)2
)}
. (4.11)
Notice that the second contribution in the three-point func-
tion depends on η0, even in the limit where kiη0 →−∞. This
dependence on the initial time can be less intuitive, so let us
rewrite it instead as a maximal physical wavenumber as in
Eq. (2.26), except that we should now use the scale M rather
8than the Planck mass as the cut-off for our effective treatment,
k⋆
a(η0)
≡M ⇒ η0 ≈− 1k⋆
M
H
. (4.12)
The fact that this correction diverges as ki/k⋆ → ∞ does not
necessarily imply that the physical three-point function also
diverges. Rather, what is happening is that we are leaving the
range of momenta for which our effective theory is applica-
ble. It is not consistent in this case to keep only the leading
irrelevant operators, such as ϕ2~∇ ·~∇ϕ , since at these scales,
anything of the form ϕ2(~∇ ·~∇)dϕ could give a comparable
correction.
We can now transform this result into a statement about the
size and shape—that is, its dependence on the wavenumbers
ki—of the three-point functions for the cosmologically rele-
vant field ζ . We do so by rescaling the field ϕ to obtain ζ ,
ϕ(η ,~x) = Mpl
√
ε
2
ζ (η ,~x). (4.13)
To isolate how the size and the momentum dependence of
these corrections behave, we define two dimensionless “am-
plitudes” Ai(k1,k2,k3) for each of the operators by
〈0(η)|ζ (η ,~x)ζ (η ,~y)ζ (η ,~z)|0(η)〉
=
∫ d3~k1
(2pi)3
d3~k2
(2pi)3
d3~k3
(2pi)3
ei
~k1·~xei~k2·~yei~k3·~z
(2pi)3δ 3(~k1 +~k2 +~k3)
k31 + k32 + k33
k31k32k33
Ai(k1,k2,k3)
+ · · · . (4.14)
Here A1 is associated with the operator H2ϕ3 and A2 is as-
sociated with the operator ϕ2~∇ ·~∇ϕ . Notice that we have ex-
tracted the same factors of the momenta as appeared in our
rough estimate described in the last section.
Ultimately these primordial non-Gaussianities come to in-
fluence the later, observable properties of our universe. Non-
vanishing Ai’s, for example, translate into nonvanishing val-
ues of the three-point function of temperature fluctuations in
the microwave background when they are decomposed into
spherical harmonic eigenmodes [25].
To leading order in the slowly rolling, −kiη0 ≫ 1 and
−kiη ≪ 1 limits, we obtain the following two amplitudes for
our symmetry-breaking operators,
A1(k1,k2,k3) (4.15)
=
d1
3
√
2
1
ε3/2
H
M
H3
M3pl
{
(k1 + k2 + k3)(k21 + k22 + k23)− k1k2k3
k31 + k32 + k33
− ln∣∣(k1 + k2 + k3)η∣∣− γ
}
and
A2(k1,k2,k3) =
d2√
2
1
ε3/2
H3
M3pl
1
k⋆
k1k2k3(k21 + k22 + k23)
(k1 + k2 + k3)(k31 + k32 + k33)
×sin
[
M
H
k1 + k2 + k3
k⋆
]
. (4.16)
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FIG. 1: Two representative cases for the momenta appearing in the
transform of the three-point function. In the figure on the left, all of
the momenta have more or less the same magnitude, k1 ≈ k2 ≈ k3,
while the figure on the right shows the case where one of the mo-
menta is much smaller than the other two, k1 ≈ k2 ≫ k3, for example.
The three momenta are not entirely arbitrary, but are of course
conserved,
k3 =
∣∣~k1 +~k2∣∣1/2 = (k21 + k22 + 2~k1 ·~k2)1/2. (4.17)
To understand how these amplitudes scale in various cor-
ners of momentum space, we examine them for two represen-
tative cases. The first is when the momenta all have similar
lengths and form the sides of an equilateral triangle. The sec-
ond case corresponds to an isosceles triangle with two long
sides,~k1 ≈−~k2 and one very short one, k3 = |~k1+~k2|≪ k1,k2.
These cases are sketched in Fig. 1.
A. Case I: The operator H2ϕ3
The first observation is that the amplitude associated with
the operator H2ϕ3 does not change very much as it ranges
over the possible values of the momenta, {~k1,~k2,~k3},
A
equil
1 (k) ≈
d1
3
√
2
1
ε3/2
H
M
H3
M3pl
{
8
3 − ln |3kη |− γ
}
A
iso
1 (k) ≈
d1
3
√
2
1
ε3/2
H
M
H3
M3pl
{
2− ln|2kη |− γ}. (4.18)
The reason for this relative insensitivity is that the amplitude
A1 only depends on the momenta through sums of powers of
the individual momenta, kn1 +kn2+kn3, aside from one term that
scales as a positive power of k1k2k3 and which is small in the
isosceles case.
To learn whether this correction is appreciable, com-
pared with those already present in a general slowly rolling
model, we divide the overall size of A1—neglecting model-
dependent (d1) and momentum-dependent factors—by the
general estimate that we made at the end of Sec. III,
(
1
ε3/2
H
M
H3
M3pl
)/(
1
ε
H4
M4pl
)
=
1√
ε
Mpl
M
. (4.19)
If this operator is truly generated by “trans-Planckian”
physics, M ∼ Mpl, its contribution is nearly the same as the
ordinary one. So to have an observable effect, the symmetry-
breaking needs to occur at some intermediate scale, H < M <
9Mpl. In the standard picture, observations of the amplitude of
the two-point function and bounds on the slow-roll parameter
ε suggest an inflationary scale H of the order of 1014 GeV or
lower, so the upper and lower limits of this range are sepa-
rated by at least five orders of magnitude. Mpl/M could then
be quite large even while H/M remains small. For a general
set of irrelevant symmetry-breaking operators in this regime,
the effect on the two-point function could be smaller than the
usual inflationary prediction while at the same time their ef-
fect on the three-point function is much larger. Such a re-
sult should not be too surprising since non-Gaussianities are
highly suppressed in the standard picture, and here we have in-
cluded an explicit cubic term. Even though this term is nomi-
nally suppressed by H/M, the suppression associated with the
cubic operators in the usual inflationary picture is essentially
H/Mpl, so that this new effect seems, comparatively speaking,
quite large.
Since the value of A1 does not change much over the
range of allowed momenta, its effect can be crudely de-
scribed through a momentum-independent parameter such as
fnl. Stating the contribution from this operator as an “effective
fnl,” its value would be
| fnl| ∼
√
ε
Mpl
M
. (4.20)
The sign of this effective fnl depends on the sign of the co-
efficient d1. Sometimes it is useful to characterize the two
momentum regimes with different effective values of fnl—an
f equilnl for equilateral momenta and an f localnl for the case of a
narrow isosceles triangle. The current WMAP [4] bounds for
these two parameters are
− 151 < f equilnl < 253
−9 < f localnl < 111 (4.21)
where both ranges are quoted at a 95% confidence level.
As was mentioned, for a fairly general set of symmetry-
breaking operators (excluding for the moment those with
comparatively many powers of the spatial derivative which
we shall discuss next) the three-point function already sets a
rather stringent bound on the scale of new physics associated
with the operator H2ϕ3. For example, even with a rather small
value for ε , such as ε ∼ 0.01, M cannot be more than three or-
ders of magnitude below the Planck scale, based on existing
bounds. These constraints should improve with the next set of
experiments. Planck [26] in particular anticipates measuring
fnl to the order of “a few” [27].
Of course, how the constraints on the irrelevant operators—
based on what we can infer about the two-point and three-
point functions from observations—translate into constraints
on the overall scale M for the symmetry breaking depends on
the particular model. For a general set of symmetry-breaking
operators, we would expect that
H3
M
ϕ2, H
M
ϕ~∇ ·~∇ϕ , H
2
M
ϕ3, (4.22)
should all appear with similar coefficients, unless there is
some specific principle that suppresses the ϕ3 operator and
not the other two. The main lesson here is that while observa-
tions of the power spectrum only weakly constrain the scale
M in the first two operators [14], bounds on the unobserved
three-point function already place much stronger constraints
on M as it occurs in the last of these operators.
B. Case II: The operator ϕ2~∇ ·~∇ϕ
The amplitudes associated with the second operator, which
depends on the spatial derivatives rather than time derivatives
(in the form of H), have more interesting effects,
A
equil
2 (k) ≈
d2
3
√
2
1
ε3/2
H3
M3pl
k
k⋆
sin
[
3 M
H
k
k⋆
]
A
iso
2 (k) ≈
3d2
10
√
2
1
ε3/2
H3
M3pl
k3
k⋆
sin
[
2 M
H
k
k⋆
]
. (4.23)
Again, for the equilateral case we have assumed that k1 ∼ k2 ∼
k3 ∼ k, while for the latter, k1 ∼ k2 ∼ k ≫ k3. Since the am-
plitude is proportional to the product of the momenta, k1k2k3,
the case where one of these is much smaller than the other two
(the isosceles triangle) will similarly be much smaller than the
case when they are all comparable. Therefore we shall con-
centrate on the equilateral case here; when observations are
applied to it, we obtain much stronger constraints on the pos-
sibilities for the scale of trans-Planckian—or more accurately,
“trans-Hubble” (M > H)—physics.
Unlike the previous case, the usual scale-independent fnl
is not an appropriate approximation here, although we could
still define an effective fnl as long as we remember that it only
applies to as a particular region of momentum space. For in-
stance, when they are all nearly equal in magnitude, he have
| f equilnl (k)| ∼
√
ε
Mpl
H
k
k⋆
sin
[
3 M
H
k
k⋆
]
, (4.24)
again neglecting the coefficient, d2. Since we are introducing
the scale associated with the symmetry-breaking below the
Planck scale, the momentum k⋆ that encodes the limit of the
applicability of the our effective treatment is now associated
with a mode whose wavenumber is equal to M at η0, rather
than Mpl as before. Therefore, the appropriate range for k is
the interval
H
M
<
k
k⋆
< 1. (4.25)
The lower limit is set by the condition that the mode must be
within the horizon at the initial time and the upper limit corre-
sponds to the “trans-Planckian” (actually M < Mpl) threshold.
As we noted earlier, when k ∼ k⋆, higher order operators of
the general form
1
a2dM2d−1
ϕ2(~∇ ·~∇)dϕ (4.26)
all have a similar contribution to the three-point function and
our effective treatment is simply no longer predictive. Taking
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a rough average for this correction, the size of this f equilnl (k)
lies within the range,
√
ε
Mpl
M
<
∣∣ f equilnl (k)∣∣<√ε MplH . (4.27)
Note that the lower end imposes the same constraint on M as
the last operator H2ϕ3.
The upper end, in contrast, does not depend at all on the
symmetry-breaking scale M, but instead on the much larger
ratio Mpl/H & 105. This limit is only reached if the wavenum-
ber corresponding to a particular physical feature of the uni-
verse were generated at the k ∼ aM threshold. However, even
in the most conservative case, where the horizon-size fluctua-
tion at the initial time η0 is just entering the horizon today, we
can observe fluctuations in the microwave background radia-
tion to at least two to three orders of magnitude smaller. Be-
cause this correction grows linearly with k, the size of f equilnl (k)
at these scales would correspondingly be two to three orders of
magnitude larger than its size at the largest wavelengths. Since
observationally, we already know that | f equivnl | . O(102), this
bound would essentially push the symmetry-breaking scale
into a genuinely Planckian realm, M → Mpl.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Most of the attempts to learn whether and how the trans-
Planckian properties of nature might influence inflationary
predictions have focused on the power spectrum, or two-point
function, of the quantum fluctuations of the background. The
characteristic size of these quantum fluctuations is (neglecting
the k-dependence)
ζk(0) ∝ 1√
ε
H
Mpl
, (5.1)
so it is most natural to look first at the least suppressed corre-
lation functions—that is, those with the fewest factors of the
field. The two-point function is the simplest and largest of
these and its influence has already been observed.
Beyond this natural smallness of the fluctuations, the typi-
cal inflationary model predicts a pattern that is highly Gaus-
sian in its character, so that the three-point function (and any
other “odd-point” function) is additionally suppressed. So
while it might be inherently more difficult to observe, new sig-
nals beyond those of the traditional inflationary picture stand
out more starkly in the three-point function than in the power
spectrum.
The correct description of the three-point function is in
terms of its Fourier transform, A (k1,k2,k3),
〈0(η)|ζ (η ,~x)ζ (η ,~y)ζ (η ,~z)|0(η)〉
=
∫ d3~k1
(2pi)3
d3~k2
(2pi)3
d3~k3
(2pi)3
ei
~k1·~xei~k2·~yei~k3·~z
(2pi)3δ 3(~k1 +~k2 +~k3)
k31 + k32 + k33
k31k32k33
A (k1,k2,k3), (5.2)
which we have normalized with a few factors of momentum,
ki ≡ |~ki|, extracted. More frequently and less accurately, the
amount of non-Gaussianity in the pattern of the primordial
perturbations is sometimes characterized by a parameter fnl
which scales, up to order one constants, as
fnl ∼ ε2
M4pl
H4
A . (5.3)
The function A (k1,k2,k3) depends on the spatial momenta;
this property can be crudely captured by defining different
fnl’s for different representative regions of the momentum
space. The standard treatment of inflation predicts that fnl
should be of the same order as the slow-roll parameters,
fnl ∼ ε,δ [16, 17].
This article has examined how new dynamics above the in-
flationary scale H, up to the Planck scale Mpl, could generate
larger non-Gaussianities in the pattern of primordial perturba-
tions. To keep the analysis fairly general, we have applied an
effective treatment to study a theory where some of the space-
time symmetries are broken at a scale M, H <M≤Mpl. In the
power spectrum, this scenario, with its broken symmetries, re-
produces the signals that occur when the quantum state of the
fluctuations contains trans-Planckian structures [15]. At the
same time it avoids questions about how to renormalize the
theory, since its renormalization is completely standard and
contains no further dependence on the state [12, 15, 28, 29].
Considering a generic set of irrelevant three-point operators,
an operator of the form H2ζ 3 yields an effective fnl of
| fnl| ∼
√
ε
Mpl
M
, [Case I] (5.4)
while the operator ζ 2~∇ · ~∇ζ introduces non-Gaussianities
which are minimally of the same size, but which also grow
at smaller scales,
| fnl| ∼
√
ε
Mpl
M
k
kmin
. [Case II] (5.5)
Here kmin is a horizon-size fluctuation at the time that we start
our time-evolution, and k is the common value of the spatial
momenta when they are all about the same size.
The current experimental bounds require fnl to be less than
O(100) or so. But fairly soon the Planck satellite with its
better precision ought to be able to detect any fnl larger than
about O(5) [27]. Even the current bounds provide quite strong
constraints on the scale of the effects discussed here, and one
which is generally much more stringent than those obtained
by comparing the predicted “trans-Planckian” corrections to
the power spectrum to experiments. With the next series of
experiments, the possibility of additional symmetry-breaking,
beyond the small amount present in the background, would
be pushed into the genuinely—and probably unobservable—
trans-Planckian realm, M & Mpl, while operators with many
spatial derivatives could probably be ruled out altogether.
Although we have avoided choosing a very specific model
by applying an effective treatment of the broken symmetries,
we have clearly not considered the most general possible sce-
nario. It would be interesting to examine other approaches to
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the trans-Planckian problem, especially those which modify
the state of the quantum fluctuations in some way [6, 7, 8],
to see whether they also produce non-Gaussianities of a size
similar to what we have found here.
So far, the possible influences of trans-Planckian physics
on the predictions of inflation have been described only after
choosing a specific state or vacuum for the quantum fluctua-
tions. While very instructive and able to illustrate what sorts
of signals are possible through trans-Planckian effects, this ap-
proach does not quite resolve the trans-Planckian problem in
its most basic form. There ought to be a deeper and more uni-
versal reason, if the inflationary picture is ultimately correct,
why nature forgets what happens at such tiny scales despite
the extraordinary expansion in an inflationary universe.
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